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Experiencing Call Blocking Issues? Share with TMA by Feb. 12, 2020
January 28, 2020, McLean, VA – The Monitoring Association (TMA) seeks to hear from security alarm and
monitoring service providers who have experienced call blocking in order to present information to the FCC.
Those with information are asked to contact TMA Executive Director Celia T. Besore by email at cbesore@tma.us
on or before Feb. 12th.
The FCC is seeking comment on any call blocking issues experienced by consumers, including central station
alarm companies, in connection with the implementation and effectiveness of carrier opt‐in and opt‐out call
blocking services. The FCC clarified in 2019 that carriers may block calls to consumers based on analytics,
without the customer's up‐front consent, as long as customers can opt‐out of such blocking. We are aware that
a number of carriers, including AT&T, Verizon, and T‐Mobile, are providing opt‐out and/or opt‐in call blocking to
their customers and in some cases, calls from a central station have been blocked or mislabeled as fraud.
We seek to provide information to the FCC concerning any issues alarm companies have experienced in
connection with call blocking with the goal of ensuring that calls from central stations responding to an alarm
are not blocked or mislabeled. Accordingly, if calls made by your central station in response to an alarm to
either the customer or the PSAP have been blocked or mislabeled, we ask that you send such information to us
no later than February 12, 2020 to allow us to present this information to the FCC.
###
About The Monitoring Association
The Monitoring Association (TMA), formerly the Central Station Alarm Association (CSAA), is an internationally‐recognized
non‐profit trade association that represents professional monitoring companies, security systems integrators, and providers
of products and services to the industry. Incorporated in 1950, TMA represents its members before Congress and
regulatory agencies on the local, state and federal levels, and other authorities having jurisdiction (AHJs) over the industry.
Learn more online at https://tma.us/about‐tma/.

